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Abstract

Rapid, giant landslides, or sturzstroms, are among the most powerful natural hazards on Earth. They have minimum volumes

of f 106–107 m3 and, normally preceded by prolonged intervals of accelerating creep, are produced by catastrophic and deep-

seated slope collapse (loads f 1–10 MPa). Conventional analyses attribute rapid collapse to unusual mechanisms, such as the

vaporization of ground water during sliding. Here, catastrophic collapse is related to self-accelerating rock fracture, common in

crustal rocks at loads f 1–10 MPa and readily catalysed by circulating fluids. Fracturing produces an abrupt drop in resisting

stress. Measured stress drops in crustal rock account for minimum sturzstrom volumes and rapid collapse accelerations.

Fracturing also provides a physical basis for quantitatively forecasting catastrophic slope failure.
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1. Introduction

Sturzstroms are giant landslides of shattered rock

that collapse with accelerations of some 0.5–1 m s� 2

and can travel kilometres within minutes (Hsü, 1975).

They are triggered by catastrophic slope failure in all

regions of high relief, from young mountain chains to

volcanic edifices, and on Earth, involves volumes

from f 106 –107 m3 to f 10–100 km3 (Hsü,

1975; Melosh, 1987). Occurring at least twice a

decade, sturzstroms are unstoppable by current defen-

sive techniques, so that evacuation remains the only

viable procedure for protecting vulnerable commun-

ities. Evacuation alerts, in turn, require a reliable

method for forecasting slope failure.

Apart from a few examples triggered by large

earthquakes, commonly with Richter Magnitudes

greater than 6.5 (Hadley, 1978; McSaveney, 1978;

Plafker and Ericksen, 1978; Blodgett et al., 1998),

catastrophic slope failure is normally preceded by

weeks to decades or more of accelerating creep

(Voight, 1978). Failure often appears to occur without

warning only because earlier movements have passed

unnoticed. Indeed, few data are available for inves-

tigating trends in precollapse accelerations. A classic

exception is the set of observations compiled for the

Alpine Mt. Toc, in which after nearly 3 years of

intermittent, slow deformation, collapsed catastrophi-
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cally into Italy’s Vajont reservoir on 9 October 1963,

claiming more than 2000 lives (Müller, 1964).

The collapse of Mt. Toc appears to have been quite

ordinary when compared with accounts of other

catastrophic slope failures (Ter-Stepanian, 1966;

Voight, 1978). These other failures have occurred

within a wide range of environments, possibly includ-

ing lunar and Martian conditions (Howard, 1973;

Lopes et al., 1982). Thus, although different processes

might induce slope instability, the subsequent

approach to catastrophic failure must be determined

by a mechanism that can operate independently from

local environmental controls. For example, in the case

of Mt. Toc, it is generally accepted that raised water

pore pressure is crucial to the onset of slope instability

(Hendron and Patton, 1985). However, this condition

alone cannot account for the accelerating creep before

collapse.

Because catastrophic collapses are deep-seated,

they normally require the failure of coherent bedrock,

and for typical crustal conditions, such failure is

invariably brittle. It is plausible, therefore, that rock

cracking is the mechanism controlling the acceleration

to giant and catastrophic slope failure. As well as

being a general failure mechanism, slow rock cracking

also happens to be readily catalysed by circulating

water (Atkinson, 1984), and so in addition to raised

pore pressure, it is attractive as a reason for why

slopes should tend to fail when they are wet. Using

the Mt. Toc collapse as a case study, this paper applies

a new model of slow cracking to describe quantita-

tively the observed increases in slope movement

before collapse. It also shows that slow cracking, as

a general mechanism, can account for rapid slope

accelerations during collapse and for the threshold

volumes that must be exceeded for giant, catastrophic

events to occur.

2. The Vajont landslide

The Vajont valley is situated in the dolomite region

of the Italian Alps, about 100 km north of Venice. The

valley has a broad and deep, glacial morphology, but

a very narrow valley mouth. As such, it was identified

during Italy’s postwar reconstruction as a potential

site for a hydroelectric power station. Excavation of

the site was initiated in 1956. Four years later, the

dam had been completed. Rising 261.6 m above the

valley floor, it was the highest doubly curved arch

dam in the world, and it was designed to impound

some 150 million m3 of water. The following sum-

mary of events is based on the comprehensive

accounts by Müller (1964) and Hendron and Patton

(1985).

Soon after dam construction had begun, the geo-

logical structure of the Vajont valley aroused concern

about the possibility for devastating landslides. Cre-

ated by glacial and fluvial downcutting through an

asymmetric syncline, the valley is flanked by middle

Jurassic limestone and overlain by upper Jurassic

limestone with clay and Cretaceous limestones (Fig.

1). Dipping into the valley, these formations provided

conditions suitable for dip-slope failures. Neverthe-

less, the designers of the dam concluded that deep-

seated landslides were extremely unlikely to occur

because (a) test bore holes showed no evidence of

weak layers at depth, (b) the asymmetric form of the

syncline was expected to act as a natural break on

slope movement and (c) seismic surveys suggested

that the valley walls consisted of very firm, in situ

rock with a high modulus of elasticity.

Filling of the reservoir began in February 1960. By

October, when the depth of the reservoir had reached

170 m, joints opened as an M-shaped crack almost 2

km long across Mt. Toc at 500–600 m above the

valley floor (Fig. 2). On 4 November, with the depth

of the reservoir at 180 m, some 700,000 m3 of

material slid in about 10 min from the toe of the

moving mass into the lake.

Attempts were made to stabilise the landslide by

inducing movement of the mass until it reached a new

condition of stability. Since movement had occurred

during filling of the reservoir, it was inferred that

raised water pore pressure in the flanks of Mt. Toc

was the key destabilising factor. Accordingly, it was

assumed that additional movement at a controlled,

slow rate could be initiated by elevating the level of

the reservoir in a careful manner. Similarly, it was

assumed that movement could be halted by lowering

the reservoir’s level. The strategy appeared to have

been successful until mid-1963 when, between April

and May, the depth of the reservoir was rapidly

increased from about 195 to 230 m. Rates of slope

movement increased slightly but never exceeded 0.3

cm day� 1. By mid-July, the depth had reached 240 m,
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and some of the control points indicated small

increases in displacement to 0.5 cm day� 1. Although

the same depth was maintained until mid-August, the

slope velocity increased to 0.8 cm day� 1. By early

September, the depth of water was 245 m, by which

time the slide velocity had accelerated to 3.5 cm

day� 1 (Fig. 3). With hindsight, this increase to values

greater by an order of magnitude than those typical

before mid-1963 can be viewed as the first clear signal

that, after 3 years of movement, Mt. Toc had entered a

more dangerous phase of instability.

In late September, the water level was slowly

dropped in an attempt to reduce the rates of move-

ment, and by 9 October, the reservoir’s depth had

been reduced to 235 m. Even so, slope movements

continued to accelerate to more than 20 cm day� 1. At

22.39 local time on 9 October, the mountainside

collapsed. Some 270 million m3 of rock slid nearly

500 m northwards at up to 30 m s� 1. Blocking the

gorge to depths of as much as 400 m, the landslide

traveled to 140 m up the opposite bank. The whole

event lasted for less than 45 s. At that time, the

reservoir contained 115 million m3 of water. Having

washed back and forth along both sides of the valley,

a wave of water overtopped the dam by as much as

245 m before crashing onto the villages of Longarone,

Pirago, Villanova, Rivalta and Fae. Within minutes,

Fig. 1. Cross-section through the western end (near the Vajont dam) of Mt. Toc before catastrophic collapse. The clay-rich layers in which

deformation was concentrated occurred in a zone about 1-m thick along the 1963 failure surface. After Semenza and Sapigni (1986), also

reproduced in Hendron and Patton (1985) and Semenza and Melidoro (1992).

Fig. 2. The Vajont landslide failed along an M-shaped scar (larger

dashed line). The preferred location of seismicity recorded across

the unstable mass moved from the eastern half in 1960 (vertical

shading) to the centre and southern limit in 1962 (dashed shading).

The deformation stations shown are the four used in published

graphs of Mt. Toc’s rate of movement with time. The 1960 collapse

(smaller dashed line) was a minor event compared with the 1963

collapse. Data from Belloni and Stefani (1992), Melidoro (1992)

and Hendron and Patton (1985).
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about 2000 lives had been lost and the villages swept

from view. Incredibly, the Vajont dam remained intact.

3. Investigations of the failure

The tragedy at Vajont has spurred numerous inves-

tigations into the conditions triggering slope collapse,

including those of Müller (1964), Semenza (1965),

Bassett (1978), Voight and Faust (1982), Hendron and

Patton (1985), Mantovani et al. (1991) and Semenza

and Melidoro (1992). It is now widely agreed that

failure occurred along bands of clay within the lime-

stone mass, at depths between 100 and 200 m below

the surface (Hendron and Patton, 1985). These clay

beds, 5–15 cm thick, represented planes of weakness,

which, though subhorizontal at distances less than 400

m from the gorge, were farther away inclined at about

35j into the valley. Raising the level of the lake

increased water pore pressure in the flanks of Mt.

Toc, inducing a decrease in effective normal stress

and favouring mobilisation of the clay layers. Per-

sistent rainfall shortly before catastrophic failure may

also have contributed significantly to maintaining

elevated pore pressures (Fig. 4; Hendron and Patton,

1985).

In contrast, doubt remains as to the conditions of

the failure plane before collapse, to the mechanism

that favoured sudden acceleration from decimetres per

day to 30 m s� 1 and to the mechanism controlling

rates of movement before catastrophic collapse. Thus,

interpretations differ in treating the collapse as the

reactivation of a relict landslide (Hendron and Patton,

1985; Pasuto and Soldati, 1991) or as a first-time

movement (Skempton, 1966; Petley, 1996; Petley and

Allison, 1997), while the rapid onset of catastrophic

movement has been attributed to the frictional heating

of pore water (Voight and Faust, 1982; D.L. Anderson

in Hendron and Patton, 1985; Nonveiller, 1992) or to

a decrease in clay shear strength with increasing strain

rate (Tika and Hutchinson, 1999). As regards to

precollapse accelerations, Voight (1988) observed that

Fig. 3. Changes in rates of horizontal slope movement, seismicity

and reservoir level before the catastrophic 1963 collapse of Mt. Toc.

Top: rates of slope movement (lower) accelerated to collapse (star)

despite late drainage of the reservoir (upper) in October. Velocity

measurements averaged from data were obtained from stations near

the toe of the moving mass (Fig. 2). Horizontal scale bar in months

is from January. After Hendron and Patton (1985). Bottom:

seismicity recorded (left scale) from May to September. The dashed

line shows the level of water in the reservoir (right scale). After

Belloni and Stefani (1992).

Fig. 4. The effect of water accumulation on slope stability at Mt.

Toc. In combination, the reservoir level and precipitation must

exceed a critical threshold (dashed curve) to render the slope

unstable. Similar trends (but with different threshold values) are

seen when considering precipitation over the preceding 7-, 15- and

45-day periods. After Hendron and Patton (1985).
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for 2 months before catastrophic failure, the inverse

rates of slope movement decreased linearly with time

and qualitatively linked such behaviour to rock frac-

turing. Voight’s observations have since been shown

to be consistent with the failure behaviour of clay at

high pressure (Petley and Allison, 1997; Petley, 1999)

and a new model of slow cracking (McGuire and

Kilburn, 1997; Kilburn and Voight, 1998). Applied to

Mt. Toc, the interpretation has been considered prob-

lematic since it implies brittle failure within the clay.

However, as described below, recent experiments

indicate that clay can indeed behave as a brittle

material under the loads expected for deep-seated

slope failure.

4. Brittle failure in clay

Although clay is rarely considered to be a brittle

material, recent experimental studies (Burland, 1990;

Horseman et al., 1993; Taylor and Coop, 1993; Petley,

1995) have shown that brittle behaviour can indeed

occur in undisturbed clay samples under loads of 1–10

MPa, corresponding to depths of the order of 102 m.

Under such loads (Petley, 1999), clay shows a three-

stage approach to failure, analogous to that seen among

stronger, brittle rocks (Jaeger, 1969; Hallbauer et al.,

1973). Best illustrated on a stress–strain diagram (Fig.

5), the three stages are (1) an elastic deformation for

applied shear stresses smaller than a peak value sP, (2)
continuous creep at sP and (3) beyond a critical strain,

an abrupt decrease in shear resistance to a residual

value sR. This behaviour is consistent with microscopic

cracking (Jaeger, 1969; Hallbauer et al., 1973; Main

and Meredith, 1991; Lockner, 1995; Petley, 1999).

Initial elastic deformation involves the stretching of

molecular bonds and frictional sliding between the

surfaces of any existing small cracks. New cracks

appear as the peak stress is approached and continue

to open and grow at sP until they link together to form a

major plane of failure. The shear resistance abruptly

decreases to a residual value determined by sliding

friction along the new failure plane.

For undrained clay at applied loads of 1–10 MPa,

detailed morphological analyses of the failure surfa-

ces (Petley, 1995, 1999) reveal tear structures at

scales of 0.01–0.1 mm. Peak shear strengths are

f 1–2 MPa and sP� sR is f 0.1–1.0 MPa (Petley,

1999); the corresponding values for crystalline rock

are sP, f10–50 MPa, and sP� sR, f 0.3–10 MPa

(Jaeger, 1969; Hanks, 1977). Key implications for

deep-seated movements are that (1) even for deforma-

tion within clay layers, rates of slope movement are

controlled by microscopic cracking, and (2) when a

major failure plane is developed, the abrupt decrease in

shear resistance may provide a force imbalance suffi-

ciently large to trigger catastrophic slope movement.

Fig. 5. (a) Idealised deformation of rock under loads of 1–10 MPa.

The rock initially deforms elastically for applied stresses smaller

than sP. It continues to deform at sP as microcracks nucleate and

grow. When the cracks link to form a major failure plane, the shear

resistance of the rock rapidly decreases to sR, the stress at which

final collapse takes place. Conventional stress–strain diagrams plot

deviatoric stress in place of shear stress, but the deformation curves

remain qualitatively similar in both cases. (b) Navier–Coulomb

failure envelopes for rocks with peak and residual shear resistance.

At any given (r�U), microcracking will commence when shear

stresses reach the sP envelope. At failure, the shear resistance drops
to sR. The stress difference sP� sR provides the necessary force for

sudden slope collapse.
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5. Rates of cracking and slope movement

Applied to deep-seated landslides, slow cracking is

an appealing deformation mechanism because it can

accelerate under constant applied stress (sP in Fig. 5).

With the layer being deformed, stresses are concen-

trated around tiny material flaws (crack nuclei) and at

the tips of existing small cracks. When the applied

stress exceeds a critical value (dependent on the

material’s physical properties), the locally concen-

trated stresses become large enough to break molec-

ular bonds. As each bond breaks, its neighbours relax

and release elastic strain energy for driving additional

cracking (Lawn, 1993). Unless halted by a reduction

of the applied stress, cracks grow at an accelerating

rate until they coalesce into a major plane of failure

(Main and Meredith, 1991; Lockner, 1995; Kilburn

and Voight, 1998).

A second notable feature of slow cracking is that it

is readily enhanced by circulating water, which

chemically attacks molecular bonds, especially at

crack tips (Anderson and Grew, 1977; Atkinson,

1984). Water accumulation within a rock can thus

be doubly effective in triggering deep-seated failure.

By raising pore pressures, it can first reduce a rock’s

shear resistance and so effectively introduce a net

applied stress (the difference between gravitational

stress and rock shear strength). Second, it catalyses

microcracking and hence, failure of the stressed

layer.

Microcracking is dominated initially by the forma-

tion of new cracks, but later by the growth of cracks

until a major failure plane is formed (McGuire and

Kilburn, 1997; Kilburn and Voight, 1998). While rates

of crack nucleation increase exponentially with time

(Main and Meredith, 1991), rates of crack growth

increase exponentially with crack length (Main et al.,

1993). In addition to single cracks, exponential rela-

tions also hold for a population of cracks with a fractal

size–frequency distribution, using mean values of

nucleation rate, growth rate and crack length (Main

and Meredith, 1991; Main et al., 1993). Since small

cracks must interlink before producing a new plane of

failure, it is the onset of deformation dominated by

crack growth that provides the essential precursor to

slope collapse.

In the case of unstable slopes, cracking occurs due

to the downslope stress acting on the deforming

horizon. The opening and growth of a population

of cracks will thus be recorded macroscopically by a

combination of bulk dilation and of downslope dis-

placement. Assuming that each crack event breaks a

fixed distance of unbroken rock (whether by nucleat-

ing or extending a crack), the rate of cracking

becomes equivalent to the number of crack events

per unit time. Assuming also that the bulk move-

ments are proportional to the total rate of cracking,

rates of downslope displacement (dx/dt) shortly

before collapse will be given by (Kilburn and Voight,

1998)

dx=dt ¼ ðdx=dtÞ0 ewðx�x0Þ ð1Þ

where the suffix 0 denotes conditions when crack

growth first dominates crack nucleation, and w is an

inverse length scale that depends on the applied

stress, rock properties and the geometry of the

crack array. The term w = Bx2S2u(dN/dx)/YkT,
where x is an atomic stretching distance for break-

ing bonds at crack tips, S is the remote applied

stress (due to the downslope weight component of

the unstable slope), u is the mean distance a crack

extends during each step-like crack event, Y is

Young’s modulus, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is

the rock’s absolute temperature, B is a dimension-

less term incorporating Poisson’s ratio for the

deforming rock, the coefficient of friction along a

crack’s touching surfaces, and terms describing the

geometry of the crack array (Lockner, 1993) and

dN/dx denote the number of crack events per unit

macroscopic displacement.

Manipulation shows that Eq. (1) is equivalent to a

linear decrease with time in the inverse rate of displace-

ment,

ðdx=dtÞ�1 ¼ ðdx=dtÞ�1
0 � wðt � t0Þ: ð2Þ

Equating the time of failure with the condition that

(dx/dt)� 1 becomes zero (i.e., rates of deformation

become infinitely large), Eq. (2) can be used to

forecast the onset of catastrophic collapse by linearly

extrapolating measured inverse-rate trends to the time

axis at (dx/dt)� 1 = 0. Note also that Eq. (2) describes

rates of deformation that increase more quickly than

the exponential time increase expected from crack
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nucleation. Indeed, an inverse rate–time plot for crack

nucleation (for which (dx/dt)� 1~e� t) would yield a

curve with negative gradient that approaches (dx/

dt)� 1 = 0 asymptotically. In the slow-cracking model,

a linear inverse-rate trend with time is diagnostic of

movement dominated by crack growth and the

approach to major failure.

Final failure at Mt. Toc occurred after more than 2

months of slowly accelerating slope movement. Dur-

ing this interval, the landslide moved about 1–2 m

downslope at rates accelerating from about 5 mm to

more than 20 cm day� 1 (Müller, 1964). When the

inverse deformation rate during this interval is plotted

against time (Fig. 6), a clearly linear decrease is

observed, as expected from the slow-cracking model

(Eq. (2)). This is the same trend found empirically by

Voight (1988). The key feature here is that the slow-

cracking model provides a physical basis for using

such trends to quantify the approach to catastrophic

collapse. Indeed, in the case of Mt. Toc, an inverse

linear trend for the final precollapse acceleration is

evident by the beginning of September (day 30 in Fig.

6) so that, had the model been available at that time,

catastrophic failure might have been forecasted almost

a month before it occurred.

6. Slow cracking and seismicity before collapse

The slow-cracking model assumes that mean rates

of precollapse movement are proportional to rates of

cracking. Since cracking triggers seismic events, it is

expected that accelerating rates of seismicity should

also accompany the accelerating displacements. No

such relation can be seen between the seismicity and

movements recorded in the 2 months preceding Mt.

Toc’s catastrophic failure. However, indirect evidence

suggests that movement was controlled by low-level

seismicity below the recording threshold of the mon-

itoring system.

Precollapse seismicity at Mt. Toc was monitored

by a single seismometer alongside the top of the

Vajont dam (Caloi, 1966; Belloni and Stefani,

1992). Between May 1960 and October 1963, about

50 events were recorded, of which four events had

Richter Magnitudes in the range 0–0.5, while the

remainder had magnitudes between 0 and � 2 (the

minimum value corresponding to a threshold seismic

amplitude of about 1 Am is due to an event 1 km from

the seismometer). Most of the events had epicentres

across the unstable slope. However, their depths could

be located only crudely, given the operation of just

one seismometer. Events below the monitoring station

occurred at depths between about 200 m (close to the

level of the future failure plane) and 800 m. Events

across the moving mass occurred at undetermined

positions above the 725.6 m altitude of the seismom-

eter (Belloni and Stefani, 1992). None of the recorded

events, therefore, can confidently be placed along the

future plane of failure and may in fact have repre-

sented a general cracking throughout the unstable

slope (Fig. 2).

In addition, during the final acceleration from

August to October 1963, two seismic events were

recorded in August, 15 events were registered in the

first 3 weeks of September and none at all were

monitored between the last week of September and

October collapse (Fig. 3; Belloni and Stefani, 1992).

Such a seismic pattern is clearly not that expected

from accelerating slope movement caused by accel-

erating rates of cracking. This apparent contradiction

can be resolved if crack events along the deforming

clay horizons had been too small to be detected.

Experiments simulating clay deformation at loads

appropriate to the Mt. Toc failure suggest that tearing

Fig. 6. Inverse rates of horizontal slope movement before the

catastrophic collapse of Mt. Toc into the Vajont reservoir on 9

October 1963 (see also Fig. 3). The inverse-deformation rate

decreases linearly with time as expected from slow cracking

dominated by crack growth. Linear regression gives an R2

correlation coefficient of 0.99. A linear trend would have been

apparent at least by day 30, yielding a 30-day forecast for major

collapse. Errors on measured rates are estimated to have been less

than 5%, within the size of the circles. Data from Müller (1964) and

Voight (1988).
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occurs at scales of 10� 5–10� 4 m (Petley and Allison,

1997). Assuming that bulk slope movement is con-

trolled by a large number of discrete crack events

across the whole surface of the deforming horizon,

then each bulk displacement by an amount x will be

associated with a seismic moment M0 of

M0 ¼ G A x ð3Þ

where G and A are the rigidity and surface area of the

cracking layer. Seismic moment in turn can be related

to seismic magnitude m by (Kanamori and Anderson,

1975; Hanks and Kanamori, 1979)

logM0 ¼ cmþ d ð4Þ

where c measures fracture geometry and has a value

of 1.5, and empirical studies yield d = 9.1 for M0 in

joules.

For undrained clay at loads of 1–10 MPa, Gf 108

Pa (Petley, 1999). Setting the Vajont slide area to its

maximum possible value of 2� 106 m2 and x between

the limits 10� 5 and 10� 4 m, Eqs. (3) and (4) yield

maximum magnitudes of between 0 and 1 per incre-

mental bulk displacement. Such magnitudes would

have been well within the recording range of the

Vajont seismometer. However, the estimated magni-

tudes are based on earthquakes far enough from a

seismometer to be registered as a single event. At

Vajont, recordings were being made at f 0.1–1 km

from the failure plane. Under such conditions, bulk

movement across the whole surface of the failure

plane would not be recorded as a single event but as

a number of much smaller events, each one affecting

an area orders of magnitude less than that of the entire

failure plane.

To a first approximation, a displacement x during a

single seismic event can be related to an area of failure

of about 6(G/Ds)2x2 (assuming a circular area; Scholz,

1990), where Ds is the drop in shear stress across the

crack surface caused by relaxation of the stretched

molecular bonds in the adjacent rock. For very small

crack events, Ds is nominally about 1% of the applied

shear stress (Spottiswoode and McGarr, 1975; Scholz,

1990). At Mt. Toc, a notional value for Ds is f 104

Pa, yielding an area of failure Aff 6� 108x2. The

landslide can thus be imagined to have moved by a

collection of tearing events across adjacent areas of

size Af. As an area Af tears, stresses become concen-

trated in neighbouring rock until tearing occurs

across adjacent areas also of Af. Note that Af only

represents the area in which a collection of small

tears appears at about the same time and does not

necessarily indicate the dimensions of an uninterrup-

ted discontinuity.

Taking the previous limits of x (10� 5–10� 4 m),

the magnitudes associated with displacements over

areas of Af are between � 3 and � 5 below the

recording threshold of the Vajont seismometer. The

recorded seismicity, therefore, could not have meas-

ured rates of cracking within the clay horizon that

ultimately failed, but was instead linked to sporadic

cracking in locally weak volumes throughout the

entire unstable mass. In other words, the recorded

seismicity was not a reliable measure of the approach

to catastrophic slope failure.

7. Slow cracking as a control on collapse volume

and acceleration

Just before the onset of deformation, the gravita-

tional driving stress sg is balanced by the peak

resistance sP of material in the deforming layer

(incorporating adjustments due to the pore pressures

of contained fluids). Using the infinite-slope approx-

imation for simplicity, sgf qgh sina (where a is the

mean angle of slope failure). Setting h =CV1/3, the

volume V of the unstable slope is f [sP/(qgC sina)]3.
Typical ranges for a and C are 20–40j and 0.1–0.5

(Kilburn and Sørensen, 1998). For sPf 1–2 MPa,

these values yield minimum volumes and depths at

failure of about 5–10 million m3 and f 102 m, both

of which agree well with field data (Hsü, 1975;

Melosh, 1987).

When sg exceeds rock resistance sr, an unstable

mass moves downslope with an acceleration a given

by (Hoek and Bray, 1997)

a ¼ ðsg � srÞ=qh ð5Þ

where q and h are the mean density and thickness of

the moving mass.

Early deformation is dominated by the appear-

ance of new, but isolated cracks, during which

period material resistance decreases by only a small
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amount below its peak value. Initial slope move-

ments thus accelerate very slowly. In contrast, when

growing cracks finally link to form a major plane

of failure, sr abruptly decreases to its residual value

sR. Since the gravitational stress remains unchanged

at sP, the sudden drop in resisting stress can pro-

vide the force imbalance for catastrophic accelera-

tion.

To a first approximation, the difference between

peak and residual strength (sP� sR)c csP. Setting

sP= sg = qgh sina, Eq. (5) yields ac cg sina. Taking
clay as the most probable weak material in a crustal

sequence, c is about 0.1–0.2 (Hendron and Patton,

1985; Petley, 1999), for which catastrophic acceler-

ations are expected to be between 0.4–0.8 and 0.6–

1.2 m s� 2 for angles of slope failure between 25j and

40j.
From the Coulomb–Mohr failure criterion, sr along

the future plane of failure is given by sr = sc + l[1� (U/

r)]r, for which sc is material cohesion, l is the

coefficient of sliding friction and [1� (U/r)]r, the
effective normal stress, is the difference between actual

normal pressure r and fluid pore pressureU; for failure

slopes with mean angle a, rf qgh cosa.
Expanding for sR in Eq. (5), the friction coefficient

can be expressed as

l ¼ ½1� ðc sinaÞ�½1� ðU=rÞ��1
tana ð6Þ

assuming that cohesion is negligible.

Applied to Mt. Toc, U/rc 0.3 (Voight and Faust,

1982) and ac 20j. Given that c = 0.1–0.2, the

collapse acceleration is expected to have been

0.35–0.70 m s� 2, which, for a total mass displace-

ment s of about 500 m, yields an estimated collapse

time (f (2s/a)1/2) of 40–60 s, compared with field

estimates of about 45 s (Voight and Faust, 1982;

Hendron and Patton, 1985). Eq. (6) further indicates

a friction coefficient of about 0.5 for the deforming

clay layer, consistent with the range 0.4–0.5 found

for undrained clays deforming at loads of 1–10 MPa

(Petley, 1999). Importantly, the essential dynamic

features of the Mt. Toc collapse can be explained

in terms of ordinary chemical and mechanical rock

properties without recourse to special mechanisms,

such as the vaporization of water, for reducing rock

friction.

8. Discussion

Slow rock cracking is commonplace in the Earth’s

crust and has been identified as an important precursor

to major earthquakes (Main, 1999) and volcanic

eruptions (McGuire and Kilburn, 1997; Kilburn and

Voight, 1998). It is not surprising, therefore, that slow

failure may also precede giant and catastrophic slope

collapse.

The model presented here interprets precollapse

movements in terms of the nucleation, growth and

coalescence of a fractal population of cracks. Initial

deformation is assumed to be controlled by the open-

ing of new but isolated cracks. Subsequent deforma-

tion occurs more rapidly as crack growth dominates

crack nucleation. Eventually, clusters of small cracks

join together to form larger fractures, and these in turn

link together to create a plane of failure. An abrupt

drop in shear resistance, following formation of the

failure plane, provides the force imbalance necessary

to drive catastrophic collapse.

The drop in shear resistance upon fracturing tends

to increase with a rock’s peak shear strength. Such

failure under gravity cannot occur at shallow depths

since the applied stresses are smaller than the peak

resistances of continuous rock. Shallow landslides are

thus associated (1) with the movement of loose

material, such as soil or of chemically weakened or

previously fractured rock, and (2) with very small

stress drops for which initial accelerations are too

small to trigger catastrophic movements. In other

words, the rapid accelerations required for cata-

strophic collapse can only be achieved by fracturing

rock with a large difference between peak and residual

strength, and hence, also a large peak strength. As a

result, such collapse requires depths of failure large

enough to induce brittle deformation, and these in turn

are associated with unstable volumes greater than a

threshold value.

While brittle failure and associated stress drops can

account for the accelerations and minimum volumes

associated with sturzstroms, rates of preceding slow

cracking can also explain observed accelerations in

slope movement before collapse. When deformation is

dominated by crack nucleation, bulk movement accel-

erates exponentially with time. Such movements are

not intrinsically dangerous since the new cracks

remain isolated. However, when crack growth domi-
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nates, bulk movements accelerate more rapidly at a

rate whose inverse happens to decrease linearly with

time. Extrapolations of the linear inverse-rate trend

offer the prospect of forecasting catastrophic failure.

In the case of Mt. Toc’s collapse in 1963, a linear

inverse-rate trend was evident at least a month before

the October catastrophe. Previous analyses of the

event have focussed on the destabilising effect of

increased pore pressure due to filling of the reservoir.

Hendron and Patton (1985), in particular, argued that

both reservoir filling and cumulative rainfall were

crucial to triggering slope movements. The current

analysis is entirely consistent with these earlier

investigations. Thus, by reducing the effective nor-

mal pressure, water pore pressure reduced the peak

strength of, in Mt. Toc’s case, clay horizons at depths

of 100–200 m, until existing gravitational shear

stresses were able to initiate movement. At loads of

f 1 MPa, the deep clay deformed in a slow brittle

manner until, on 9 October 1963, the growing cracks

combined into a single failure plane, abruptly reducing

the clay’s resistance from its peak to residual values.

The resulting force imbalance was sufficiently large to

raise slope accelerations to f 0.5 m s� 2, triggering a

collapse that was complete within about 45 s.

At that time, the high speed of the 1963 collapse

was completely unexpected. Previous increases in

slope acceleration (between 1960 and 1963) had been

restricted by lowering the reservoir level, and max-

imum daily movements had approached only 4 cm.

These subcatastrophic movements are consistent with

deformation dominated by crack nucleation without

the formation of an extensive plane of failure. By

reducing pore pressures, lowering the reservoir level

had been able to decrease the imposed stress imbal-

ance sufficiently to inhibit further crack nucleation.

However, by September 1963, the cumulative strain in

the basal clay was large enough for deformation to

enter the stage dominated by crack growth. On this

occasion, bulk deformation was already accelerating

too rapidly to be slowed significantly by lowering the

reservoir level. If correct, this interpretation would

expect slope movements before September 1963 to

have increased only exponentially with time in

accordance with pervasive crack nucleation. Expo-

nential time increases in velocity were indeed

recorded on at least one occasion, during the month

preceding the small toe collapse on 4 November 1960

(Voight, 1988). This circumstance appears to contra-

dict the slow-cracking model, until account is taken of

the fact that the deformation records for this period

refer to movements beyond the small region of the toe

that collapsed, and so would not have recorded faster

local accelerations within the toe itself (Figs. 1 and 2).

Further studies are continuing for the 1960–1963

sequence of movements.

Mt. Toc’s rapid collapse has also generated numer-

ous investigations into conditions for rapidly reducing

rock friction during sliding. By far, the most popular

has been the vaporization of groundwater leading to

unusually large pore pressures in the sliding layer

(Voight and Faust, 1982; D.L. Anderson in Hendron

and Patton, 1985; Nonveiller, 1992). These analyses

had no data concerning stress drops during clay failure

and, to account for large collapse accelerations, were

obliged to seek external mechanisms for reducing

rock friction. More recent deformation experiments

on clays at loads of f 1–10 MPa (Petley, 1999),

relevant to conditions along Mt. Toc’s failure horizon

(Hendron and Patton, 1985), offer the alternative

explanation that collapse accelerations are controlled

by the drop in stress resistance upon clay failure. This

extra interpretation does not preclude the possibility

of friction reduced by vaporization. However, it does

render vaporization a nonessential mechanism and

would allow for catastrophic slope collapses in envi-

ronments (especially extraterrestrial settings) within

which pore fluids may not have been readily avail-

able.

The Mt. Toc example also suggests that, at least in

clay, microcracking is associated with seismic events

that may be too small to be recorded by conventional

seismometers, in part because the events are small,

and in part because they occur at levels deep enough

for their signals to be strongly attenuated before

reaching the surface. Thus, as a measure of rates of

microcracking, bulk movements are considered to be

more reliable than detected seismicity, which might

instead reflect sporadic cracking in weak zones

located away from the failure plane.

9. Conclusions

Giant and catastrophic slope collapse is a natural

result of accelerating deformation due to slow rock
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cracking. The model presented here suggests that

inverse rates of deformation decreasing linearly with

time are diagnostic of the approach to bulk failure and

collapse. Although such a trend has been described on

empirical grounds (Voight, 1988), the slow-cracking

model provides a physical basis for developing quan-

titative forecasts of slope collapse.

Combined with rapid decreases from peak to

residual strength in the rock undergoing failure, the

slow-cracking model also accounts for the minimum

volumes required for catastrophic collapse and the

emplacement of sturzstroms, as well as the typical

accelerations inferred for such collapse. Moreover,

slow cracking is readily catalysed by circulating water

and so offers a natural mechanism for explaining the

catastrophic failure of deep-seated landslides initially

rendered unstable by internal accumulation of water

and the resultant increase in pore pressure.
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